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Format of this summary: 

 

This summary is an overview of the comments made during the Focus Group Sessions.  

In keeping with standard focus group reporting it was not intended to have comments 

assigned to the participant that provided the feedback.  Where comments were 

repeated or of a similar nature they have been incorporated into one dot point.   

Please note that not all feedback recorded may have been agreed to by other 

participants in the group. 
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Alternative technology / technological issues 

• There is now technology that allows the operation of diesel engines on coal – we 

should convert our gensets to coal. 

• On King Island electricity is distributed in high voltage, residents obtain their own 

transformer to convert at their house at $12,000 plus other costs such as their 

houses could be 1.5km’s from the road, which would put that particular 

consumer out of pocket $45K. 

o NB this was not recommended just noted 

• Was wind power being considered? 
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• The ‘Cool Store’ idea was raised, which could use excess heat from the Power 

House. 

• Identify problem – price of fuel.  Therefore don’t use it!  Find alternatives. 

• Recommend to move to 200-250Kw set generators, computer controlled for 

demand.  This way would save on fuel, as even a generator idling burns fuel at a 

14:1 fuel to air ratio.  Therefore smaller generators that are computerized would 

be ideal. 

• Previous Assembly members researched an electric high temperature incinerator 

– this could help with the excess PV generated 

• Maybe some of the larger PV owners should be encouraged to go off line. 

• Have you considered shutting down the power house for a few hours a day? 

• In feeding power into the grid you need a quality of power – has to be 240V 50 

ref hertz.  

• Need a signal generator 

• New electric vehicles to act as storage devices during the day – already being 

imported  

Battery/storage 

• Put storage in place and then allow more PV panels to be installed. 

• If no longer needing fuel, put savings to pay off loan in five years.  Would give 

you 5Kw of battery storage and 2 generators, and smart meters to come later.  

• Battery storage should be purchased to run whole of island.  Modular would be 

ideal. 

• 7 Megawatt battery storage ideally would be needed.  

• Charge a maintenance fee or everyone puts in their own batteries. 

o Instead of NIA purchasing bulk battery storage a requirement could be 

put into place to ensure that PV owners purchased their own battery 

storage 

o If keen enough to borrow for PV they are keen enough to borrow for 

batteries 

o Therefore a smaller grid maintenance fee could be charged.   

o  Charge a $3,000 fee if batteries not installed. 

• For people that don’t have PV’s, they could invest in battery storage (large 

batteries for the community) and have a stake in it. 

• Germany and USA have distributed storage. 

• 55% of consumers don’t have solar and you are asking them to fund storage with 

no benefit! 

• We are one of the few places that it should be cheaper to produce power in solar 

than fuel. 

• A home storage bank (off-grid) might cost approx. $10K dependant on quality 

and supply. 

• Batteries are good for leveling the spikes but can’t totally discharge them or you 

ruin them. 
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• Other options could be looked at for storage: hydro, compressed air. 

• There are off the shelf storage solutions. 

• If have storage can increase other renewable energy sources as well. 

Billing/payment 

• In other countries can get bills monthly, but meter only read every two months 

(the other month estimated).  This would allow people to manage funds better. 

• Fortnightly direct debit from a person’s bank account to Admin to go towards 

electricity. 

Bonds 

• Bonds – what if customers can’t pay?   

• Due to lack of financial counseling on the Island this could be tricky but offers 

some opportunities for consumer education. 

• Telecom does it – why not electricity? 

Commonwealth grants and subsidies 

• The Federal Government provides King Island an electricity rebate.   

• Need to put a proposal to the Commonwealth Government for them to subsidise 

Norfolk Island Electricity (NIE) as part of moving into the Commonwealth system 

– whole of power pricing. 

• Have the Commonwealth been asked for support?  

o NB: The funding agreement mentions working together to develop 

strategies to deal with excess PV.  

• Recommendation – approach to the Commonwealth with a well thought out 

proposal and a request for relevant assistance. 

• The Federal Government subsidises electricity costs on Cocos and Christmas 

Islands.  However Cocos and Christmas Island residents pay income tax.  If NI 

going to enter Australian taxation system, it should be a level playing field and 

our fuel subsidized as well. 

• Canberra should pay for the solution because they caused the problem in the 

first place by allowing people to get rebates for RECs (Renewable energy 

certificates) e.g. mine was $11,000 but I got $6,000 back – more than 50%  

• Need funding for storage.   

• Approach Commonwealth for interest free loan and go with a good business 

case outlining the pay back period 

o NB: Haven’t paid back airport runway loan due to visitor numbers being 

down. 

• Hydro Tasmania successful in gaining grants for research for King Island.  They 

have two generators (one to supply residents the other to supply cheese 

factory).  They also have $10m in wind turbines.   
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Consultation process 

• Focus groups are a good methodology and a benefit to the community. 

• I believe that Tim has already made up his mind and this consultation is just 

ticking the box. 

• Where is Moochie?  What is his take?  I would like to hear his opinion. 

• Often we are compared to outback towns, and/or Pacific Islands. We need to 

standardise the comparisons made and ensure they are absolutely relevant. 

• Offers have been made to supply data on usage, times etc. to the EWG.  

o Offers Accepted. 

• Group happy to have their “brains picked anytime” as long as it is not wasting 

their time. 

Dummy load 

• Need to know what is being burnt off by the dummy load.  

o NB: No meter on the dummy load, it is currently monitored visually 

• As there is no accurate metering at the Power House for the solar input to grid 

you could go to every house and read their meters and inverters. 

• When not burning excess PV, PVs are a net win as selling power back to 

community that costs nothing to generate. 

• If you could sell the excess that is currently burnt off by the dummy load then 

the problem wouldn’t be so bad. 

• The system hasn’t successfully kept up to date with the excess PV, that is, hasn’t 

achieved to get more out of sun and less out of a 44 gallon drum. 

Education 

• Do people realise that NIE don’t own the PVs and that, if they break down, the 

owner is liable and not NIE? 

• Need to educate people to move and spread the load even in the absence of 

smart metering. 

• There has never been an attempt to educate the community on when to use 

electricity.  

• All it would take would be to put information sheets in the accounts envelopes 

each month  

• Encourage people to change their behaviour by advising people that if they save 

money for the island it keeps electricity costs low for the island. 

• The Minister for Energy needs to concentrate on overall environmental 

awareness for the community re electricity, including visitors – “turn it off if you 

are not using it”. 

• People can put certain items on timers.  

o Participant currently only has deep freeze on between the hours of 9am-

3pm. 
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o .Educate Business X – set compressors on a timer to run harder during 

the day to try and achieve -23
o
C in freezers, then switch off during the 

night.   

• Need to look at energy saving options.   

o Premises should install electricity hot water with set switches so that 

during the day the electricity heats the water so electricity is not used at 

night.  

o Helpful at the big hotels.  If have 1000w over supply it switches on the 

hot water.  

o What about a government instrumentality around hot water switches? 

• What is being done to increase daytime load? 

• If part of the problem is over supply, then you could switch off some panels, 

even make it automated?  

o NB: Based on past practice with black outs due to oversupply private 

consumers are unhappy with switching off their panels although if 

necessary for network stability it can be done 

EOI 

• Very important to partner. 

• Once EWG has an idea of problem, place an EOI, not a tender, for potential 

solutions. 

• It is critical that the NIA understand the outcome it is trying to achieve, this is the 

benefit of the EOI. 

• Some don't believe that enough time has been spent on looking at the big 

picture.  

• How would we know until EOI has been sent out globally? 

• Important to publish EOI world wide and not just local  

• Need to work out a constructive way to solve the problem – a private 

consortium could put the infrastructure etc in place and sell the electricity back 

to NIA at ½ the price. 

Impacts/costing and modelling 

• Need to calculate/model the flow on effects of the price rise.  E.g. Business X if 

they have solar.   

• Increase could have an effect on the CPI, which will in turn increase benefits that 

the NIA pays to pensioners. 

• Concerned that the proposed price structure rise will increase the cost of living 

on NI and will force people to leave.  People are doing it tough.   

• NIA need to look at ways to reduce the cost of living, not increase it.  

• Could make some of the larger PV users broke as they are still paying PV off.   

o If send people broke there will be legal challenges 

• Have the implications been considered for businesses that were leased and 

business plans costed to include PV solar power? e.g. Business X. Many 
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businesses are hanging on by a thread and this negative change could break 

them. 

• The ability for the community to pay is important, to what extent has the EWG 

factored this in, is a transition period considered? 

• An impact study is needed to consider the bigger picture e.g. the reduction in 

GST payments when businesses and individuals pack up and go.  

• What is the confidence that increasing the price won't decrease electricity 

consumption?   

• NIE need to be mindful that if they make power too dear some big 

accommodation/foodlands could install their own small power stations on their 

property, that way they could then use the heat to cool rooms etc. 

• Big users are NIE bread and butter so don’t want them to go off the grid. 

• Business model for 8 Kw PV system total outlay $53K, after rebates. Obtained 

loan to pay for the system budgeted to repay over 12 years provided that power 

costs remained at the fixed (previous) amount calculated in business plan. Power 

costs could increase by 54% on the proposed pricing scheme. Therefore prices 

would have to increase. 

• Is the modelling accurate and robust, if not this will increase the uncertainty of 

the public. 

o NB: with the account and electricity management systems in place over 

last 10-15 years it is very difficult and time consuming to track accounts 

to identify patterns although some work has been done. 

o NB: It is also a very small population and small numbers of consumers can 

have a big impact – very hard to model accurately 

o NB Have looked at kilowatts per head (ordinarily resident and visitors). 

� Looked at this and adjusted by reducing for example by 1.5 

persons per PV connection and surprisingly, there is little variation 

on a per head basis over the last few years.  

� The actual usage is spread across all as it is impossible to split off 

business/personal/visitors. 

• What exercise has been done to assure that lowering the price would not have a 

positive effect and increase business activity, that is economic stimulus? 

o NB: Very difficult to answer confidently and to gain statistical data on 

such a small population.  

• I think the figures are misleading; PV must be having a net gain to the 

organization. 

• Need to know that the increase in pricing will not increase revenue to Govt.  

• Is there any correlation between the price of electricity and rates of inflation? 

• What will be the unit price for electricity – 5 yrs and further down the track? 

• Instead of looking at increasing revenue look at decreasing expenses.  

• Has daylight saving modeling ever been done on Norfolk?  This could help with 

the solution. 
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Fuel 

• Norfolk Island Administration (NIA) used to receive the federal government 

contracted fuel price.  Believe that since then there has been a rise in fuel prices. 

• Need to reduce reliance on fuel. 

• Is it correct that diesel consumption is down 85%?  

o NB No, diesel consumption has reduced by 34% since 2006. 

• The Commonwealth is trying to get Norfolk Island to become part of their 

system, when that happens, what will change re the subsidizing of fuel? 

• With regards to the information provided on fuel price rises, it has not tripled in 

the past five years, think this figure is misleading. 

• Annual increase in cost of diesel has been reported as 22% by EWG – should be 

8%?  

• Is it correct that there are obligations to the fuel contract?  

o Developing a request for tender for the fuel contract is one of the current 

funding agreement deliverables.  

• The figure of 87% of the cost for each $1.03 spent is on diesel and powerhouse 

costs – believe it is misleading to combine the two figures and they should be 

separated into fuel and running costs. 

• Problem that NI would be at the mercy of rising fuel prices was forecast in 1996 

Future PV 

• Will the moratorium on PV be lifted?  

• NIA could buy more PV in the future to lower the reliance on diesel, and will 

bring the price down, which will also ‘get PV to people that can’t afford it’ 

through cheaper prices. 

• Give government option to buy any PV not wanted by anyone else. 

• Community currently paying 71 cents per KwH, therefore allow more solar to be 

installed, continue to charge 71 cents and use savings in fuel to pay loan back. 

• If the moratorium is lifted, new installations should be limited by size.   

o Including when existing ones reach the end of their life, the size limit 

should be imposed on the replacement.   

o This allows the benefits of solar to become accessible to more people. 

• Not all PV’s are orientated efficiently, the government could buy those units and 

put them on a tracking system 

• Need to look at getting more solar installed to allow more ‘excess pv’ so a 

private consortium could invest $3m in infrastructure.  Can’t get this money from 

the community at this time 

• Did most people install at the beginning of the introduction of PV’s to NI and 

then a trickle compared in later years? 

o NB over 70% was installed in the first two years 

• Instability in one transformer (caused by PV over supply) can have a ripple effect 

and shut down the whole network. 
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GBE/privatization/funding etc 

• Should NIE be privatised for efficiency? 

• Could look at co-op approach to energy – all consumers own the energy supply. 

• Over the years electricity has been used as a cash cow.  It would be interesting to 

see a figure of profit that electricity has generated which was not put back into 

NIE and used in other areas of the community. 

• NIA is not run on proper business models.  Not enough rainy day contingencies. 

• GBE’s should never be in the general revenue fund. 

• Is NIE still targeted for sale as a GBE? 

o As from reading these solutions NIG trying to make NIE profitable for 

sale. 

o No one would come and invest in NIE if half the customers aren’t 

contributing which is what is happening now! 

• Lack of funds is at the heart of the problem. 

• Any additional revenue received must be used for infrastructure replacement, 

funds in to 'special purpose account' 

Green  

• Important to “go green” – battery storage 

• PV was never sold as an environmental solution, it was sold to consumers as a 

way to reduce their out of pocket expenses, this is such a shame, it is the wrong 

driver behind it. 

• How could NIG get everybody on solar power?  (PV’s on roof) 

o Private Public Partnership (PPP) 

o What would the infrastructure needs be and how much per year would it 

cost if everyone on PV? 

o How can the NIG fund the cost of getting all consumers onto PV and 

recoup the costs from quarterly fees for life of equipment. 

• There is a potential environmental issue with disposing of redundant batteries 

when they expire.  

• What about the current environmental issue with burning of diesel? 

Grid versus off-grid 

• Can someone install a stand alone solar array and micro inverter now for a 

specific purpose, e.g. pump? (Yes, the moratorium is only on grid connect solar). 

• If I am off the grid can I also have a wind turbine and mini hydro too  

o NB: off-grid yes – subject to planning permissions, on-grid no. 

• Grid connections not well understood. At present you are either stand-alone, or, 

on the grid (even with PV). 

• Noted that currently it is not allowable to have on- and off- grid on the same 

connection. Ie not permitted to have stand-alone power generation with the grid 

as back-up (ie move between being connected and not-connected). 
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• It could be an option to allow stand-alone to have their own battery storage and 

pay for infrastructure costs via connection fees. 

• What is the time line for turning any proposed changes on? This will influence 

people’s decisions. 

o NB decisions on timing of any changes will be made by the Minister  

Grid access fees/cost recovery 

• When people built Tourist Accommodation they had to buy a transformer if the 

current one needed to be upgraded.  New accommodation should have a flat fee 

for transformer infrastructure no matter if they need it or not, to offset costs for 

those that do and for the island as a whole. 

• I am a non-PV owner, most PV owners don’t contribute to the costs of 

generation at night time; this is extremely inequitable. 

• There should be a grid access fee charged to everyone. 

• I have been concerned for a long time, that as a PV owner I am not contributing 

enough to costs. 

• If a house is unoccupied and they disconnect, how much does it cost them to 

disconnect? 

o NB those fees are part of the review 

• Should have to pay a fee for power if it is running by your property regardless of 

if you are connected or not, because, if people disconnect they are no longer 

contributing, however they expect to have electricity re-connected whenever 

they want it which costs NIE to keep the infrastructure there.. 

• If you charge me $400 minimum for reading fees/access fee for an empty block I 

will disconnect and look at small stand alone solar system to run electric fence 

if/when needed.  

• Need to have a minimum connection fee for people with solar, I can’t expect 

non-PV owners to subsidise me for infrastructure costs. 

• Is there still a minimum electricity usage in the minimum reading fee?  

o NB: moving away from concept of including usage in fixed fees. 

Policy paper/strategic plan 

• Need Government policy – how do we get 100% of people on PV.  How does the 

consumer still pay to move to greener energy? 

• Need to have a Government policy on where we want to be in 10 years time with 

regard to renewable energy.   

• There really needs to be a policy.  Where are we are going.  It’s got to be clear. 

Now is the chance to get it right. 

• Let’s not necessarily model ourselves on what others do.  Let’s do what is right 

for us. 

• Goal should be 100% PV for Norfolk Island. 

• Business owners may offer to pay for airfares for persons to come on island for 

research and more studies before these decisions are made.  
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• We must acknowledge the situation we are in and move forward carefully.  

• There is insufficient confidence in Assembly, Minister or the process itself.  

• Knee-jerk reactions, at the end of the day it is up to the government to do 

better. 

• We shouldn’t focus on the problems of the past, we need forward thinking 

solutions. 

• The current solutions are assuming the same paradigms stay in place. 

Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) 

• A good idea from previous approaches to the NIA is the concept of a power 

purchase agreement (PPA) ie a fee would be provided to the energy provider on 

each kWh that the consumer used. Good model for Public Private Partnerships 

(PPP).   

• PPA contracts need to be looked at very carefully.   

• We need to ensure that they include a lease fee or usage fee for NIA 

infrastructure if they use it – for example poles and wires to transmit electricity 

they generate. 

• Important to learn from other PPA’s, don’t make the same mistakes. 

• In a PPA the Government represents the public.  Centralise the benefits and 

allow the government to allow everyone on PV, rather than making the current 

system work.  I.e. Government gets everyone on PV and recoups the costs 

PV reticulation fee – Original proposed fixed Fee per KwH (%)  

• The information provided shows that if a PV system could attract a 20% fee 

charge, I would disconnect my solar.  Then what for NIE? 

o Would makes sense for PV owner to go off the grid if a 20% fee 

introduced. 

o I could pay off my new off-grid system in five years.   

o .People think the worst and saw 20% and believe that this will happen. 

• The charge for PVs will not be accepted by the community.   

o The solution is wrong and it will drive people off Norfolk. 

• People were encouraged to invest in solutions (PV) and now the fees are being 

introduced and increased, this method will have NIA chasing their tail 

• Need a solution first to provide information to the community and then raise 

fees rather than collect more money now and then try and work towards a 

solution. 

• How many people haven’t paid off their panels?  

o A few people with PV panels have provided details in regard to the 

recouping of their original investment, but the EWG is unable to report 

accurately on this factor as there is not enough information provided to 

do so and it is a private matter. 

• Ability of self-funded retirees to pay any increases.  E.g. 5Kw system installed and 

averages 2.5Kw per day, looking towards self-sufficiency in old age. Proposed 
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formula would lead to an increased $2,400 extra per year to them, in potential 

new pricing system.  

• Suggestion that there should be no discrimination between PV & non-PV owners. 

• Formula for pricing is currently out of kilter and was skewed to begin with.  

• There is a moral issue in the change of conditions for PV owners. 

• The difficulty is that EWG has to come up with a solution without frightening 

people off the system (the grid) as people already own 50% of the off-grid 

infrastructure in the panels. 

• It isn’t fair that we were encouraged to put PV in and then the rules are 

changing.  

• There are systemic problems – the solution is focusing on PV owners, it should 

be across the board and not focusing on one “apparently wealthy group”. 

• It is offensive to suggest that solar owners are better off. 

• The solution is focused on PV users only. 

• Prefer a flat fee across all connections to recoup cost of being connected 

• Panel owners should be seen as a resource and not as a problem. 

• People purchased solars to be green and knew that they would have to replace 

the panels in maybe 25 years and individuals will have considered those future 

cost requirements.  Putting a charge on PV users affects our personal economies 

to reinvest in solar again.  I only see your solutions as forcing people back to 

fossil fuels. 

• As an Electrician what do I tell people?  I usually encourage new connections to 

put in three phase, however with proposal one phase would be cheaper. 

o Three phase is better for NIE to manage load. 

Smart metering 

• Smart metering is the way to go, as we can then lower the cost of electricity 

during the day which would encourage people to use more during the day.   

• This could also have a positive impact on the amount of storage required. 

• Could roll out smart meters with PV owners first to help with costs. 

• Smart meters for PV owners would also help manage what they are putting into 

grid 

• Why do NIE insist on owning the meters, why not let people purchase on their 

own? 

• I’ll pay for my smart meter and in two years you can own it, so I can receive 

benefits. 

• Meters should be the priority. 

• Meters should be second priority and storage should be first priority. 

• New technology could lower the cost of smart metering 

• Offers by focus group members to discuss how they could look at developing 

smart metering  

o NB: could be part of meeting an EOI 

• Suggest smart meters and charge for moving PV generated electricity. 
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• To save NIA costs re smart meters, could rent/lease them to consumers or they 

could buy them outright.   

• Smart meters allow adjustable tariffs, which will encourage people to put in 

smart meters at their own cost.   

• Smart metering would move the load/spread the load.   

• Sell excess power for cheaper during the day 

• Use smart metering to have a better way of managing peak load – smoothing out 

the peak 

• You can program meters to turn certain appliances off during the day/night etc. 

• If 900 households shifted capacity to the day it would make a difference.  If you 

do this it won’t cost so much and people will change.  

• I would be happy with smart meters, however as a PV user I don’t like being 

targeted as costs should be spread over everybody 

• Pre-paid meters could be used instead, similar to UK and NT, there is a cost to 

implement but it could be recovered.  

• Tasmania has pre-paid meters.  This would reduce the need for bond and 

interest on accounts. 

• Pre-paid meters wont work – people wont want to be stigmatized 

• How much does a smart meter cost and how long does it last 

o I believe the information provided is misleading as same meter has been 

on my house for at least 25 years, so NIA has well and truly covered costs 

on that meter! 

Tariffs  

• No longer should have 1:1 feed-in tariff. 

o Need battery storage and to upgrade the reticulation system.   

o Need to create a charging system for use of power lines.   

o Not 1:1 feed-in tariff, feed-in could be 35 cents. 

• Do modeling on a 35 cent feed in tariff and use that extra money for storage. 

• Are there legally binding agreements with current PV holders?  

o NB: no contracts. 

• Sliding scale pricing structure comments –  

o What impact will the sliding scale pricing structure have on Foodlands 

prices, overall cost of living and CPI? 

o If you have oversupply, the scale should be in reverse, the more you use 

the cheaper it is (this impacts low income users) 

• Pricing must not disadvantage PV owners and they should not pay more than 

other non-PV electricity users.  

• Noted that when people complain that the cost of electricity at 71 cents is the 

highest in the world then they should also note that this also means that the 

'feed in tariff' at ‘one to one’, or 71 cents is also the most generous in the world. 

• The fact that the solar credits are not zeroed out each year in September is 

crazy, in some cases there has been a contingent liability for 7 years! 
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Tourism and resident numbers  

• There are two parts to current problem, that there are currently less residents 

and less tourists on the island and the other part is PV. 

o We need to focus on increasing the number of tourists. 

• We need tourists and we need to attract them here. 

 


